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The TAESA Learjet crashed in daylight hours, at 38" 54' 38.01' n o d  
latitude, and 77" 26' 0.03" west longitude, approximately 0.8 nmi south of the 
threshold of m m y  1R. Initially it struck trees at appmxhmteely 1,100 feet on a 
bearing of 205" magnetic from the initial gromd contact The bases of the trees 
were at 318 feet ~ltean sea level (ml) md we= broken from 41 feet to 5 1 feet above 
?he ground. The elevation at the crash site was 329 feet mal. Official sunrise at 
IAD was 0544. 

Fatal 2 0 10 0 12 
serious 0 0 0 0 0 
Minor 0 0 0 0 0 
None - 0 - 0 - 0 - - 0 
Total 2 0 10 0 12 

- 

1 3  Damage to Aircraft 



1.4 

Tfie impact area was within the confines of &e airport pmpxty. At 
breakpoint, the m e  trunks at the initial impact ranged h 3 to 6 inches in 
dimetec and the breakpoints of the trees at &e crash site mged Rronrn 3 to 
10 inches in diameter. There was no property damage other than to the trees. 

1.5.1 Pilot in Command 

The captain, age 27, was hired by TAJ3A on Octokr 16, 1992. He 
held a Mexican pilot ee&icate, No. T.P.I. 138hEX-3878, with ratings for Captab 
in Leujets 20s and 30s. "%e pilot certificate was revaiidated on May 4, 1994,. His 
most recent first-class medical certificate was issued on January 24, 1994, with no 
limitations. According to company records, he had accumulated 1,7% to'al flying, 
hours, of which 1,314 hours were m the Learjet. He had approximately 87 hours as 
a pilot-inamand (PIC) k the Learjet. 

The captain received upgrade training tkiiut p~~vfi~~. --.a hat TAFSA _ _  _.. candidate 
for captain at Flight Safety International @I), Tucson, Arizona, from April 4 
through 7, 1994. FSI conducted Learjet training under contract for TAESA. The 
upgrade training included 14 hours of ground school and 12 hours of flight Simniaiw 
(6 hours of PIC for each applicant) as described in the FSI syllabus. The simulator 
instructor for $he captain during his upgrade training described him as focused, with 
reasonably good motivation, and a quick learner. As a pilot, he had smooth airplane 
control and w2s polished as a first officer. He was a. pleasant person, very 
consewative and correct. He was not a joker, and he was rather serious. He was 
fairly gracious in his response to criticism. He seemed like he might have been 
relieved when the training was oves, it was a humbling experience. Captain 
upgrade candidates normally have 4,000-5,OOO flight hours. With candidates from 
Latin countries it is not unusual to have 2,300 how,  but this =peain was at the low 
end of experience. 

The instrucror's notes on the four simulator rides were as follows: 

April 4, 1994 - Instrument scan defective and flight director usage 
poor. Briefed on correct scan techniques and (flight director 
operations). Crew coord,. poor. 
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April 6,  1994 - V1 cut outside limits. Veered 45" off heading and 
insufficient pitch for VZ climb. Pilot received axmy pacing hints 
from first officer and m the presence of these hints, (cross-country) 
flight went Cnaite well. 

Aprii 7, 1994 - Pilot needs more CRM training to be competent as 
P.I.C. Below FSI (standards) for P.I.C. Additional training offered 
and declined. 

The instructor stated that the ca?tain had problems prioritizing the 
workload and directing the first officer. He did fairly well under basic control, but 
with an engine out, there was enough distraction for him to lose control. He left the 
pavement on every rejezted takeoff on April 7. Although he flew non-pmision 
approaches well, and the 2-engine ILS on day 2 was n o d ,  his i3stnunent 
approaches definitely did not meet ATP standards. 

"he instructor reported that the captain was offered additional training 
(two periods without additional charge or approval from TAESA). Although he was 
inb-eskd iii the extra Wining, he believed that the company needed him back to fly 
the line. He completed the training below the PIC level. 

Following completion of the upgrade W&nkg ztt FSI, the Mexican 
Dixector General of Civil Aviation (EGAC) required the captain to perfom as PIC 
in the airplane for 10 houri with an instructor pilot. Upon completing this flight 
time, he was given a v&kn test and a flight check. M e r  successfully completing 
both the written test and the flight check, he was issued a temporary license with the 
type rating on April 14, 1994. The captain's permanent license was issued on 
May 4, 1994. 

The TAESA Executive Dimtor of Operations stated that he had 
requested confidential regorb of evaluations that were made for both pilo& during 
their training at FSI, but that the only documentation received was the Pilot Record 
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of Training,5 which was hand delivered by the accident captain. The Director of 4 
Operations again requested written conf%ential evaluations, including insmetor 
notes. FSI advised that the simulator instnactor notes were €or mnfmaI use, but that 
they did provide a confidential written evaluation of each pilot, The letter 
transmitting the evaluations was dated April 18, 19%. The evaluations of the 
accident captain commented, in pH, as follows: 

During (his) simulator Wing,  he demonstrated satisfactory flying 
skills when flying the aircraft under normal conditions. He requires 
emphasis in crew management and decision making skills during his 
training to upgrade to Captain. @e) needs to improve his 
airmmhip and command skills, especially when operating under 
the stress of abnormal and emergency situations. 

(His) most notable strength is his ability to smoothly fly the aimaft 
under normal operations. He displayed excellent qualities when 
acting in the capacity of First Officer. (He) can be considered for 
upgrade to Pilot-in-Command During upgrade training, situational 
awareness under high workload conditions should be emphasized. 
He should fly with a strang training Captain or F i t  O f f e r  during 
his up,mde. 

The confidestial evaluation of the other TAESA applicant, who was 
the accident captain's partner in the upgrade trainiig, stated, in part: 

Dming (his) simulator training, he demonstrated satisfactory pilot 
skilIs when flying the aircraft under nomd conditions. He qu i re s  
additional mining in crew rescurce management and decision 
making skills prior to considering him as an applicant &x upgrade. 
(He) needs to improve his airmanship and command skills 
especially when operating under the strsss of abnomral and 
emergency situations. 

5This form identifies the applicant, course, and des of attendance. It ais0 conuim the 
matter covered, siinulalcr hours flown, and tbe ground school test score. There is a spxe provided for spxiiii 
certifications, such as PIC Check-12 moliths, 24 months: and Bierinid Flight Review, Inns~urncm G m ~ e t e n y  
Check. The captain's form reforded a ground school test score of 96, and the zppropriiak hours of simulator tim, 
but none of the certifications werz filie3 in. 
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3.10 Aerodrome Information 

MD is located 20 miles west of Washington, D.C.. in ChantiRy, 
Virginia. There are three primary runways: 32/30, lL/19R, and lW19L 
Runway 1R is the prefemd ktnment runway. It is 11,500 feet long and 150 feet 
wide, and has a grooved concrete surface. The mway touchdown zone elevation is 
313 feet MSL. It is served by high intemity runway lights, centerhe Eghts, a high 
ktemiQ approach GgMng system with sequenced flashing lights, a Category If 
configuration, and toueMmn zone lighting. (See additional m w a y  information m 
2 p p d i x  B). 

11.11 Flight Recorders 

The airplane did not have either a flight data recorcieer (FDR) or a 
cockpit voice recorder (CVR) installed. 14 CFR Part 91.609 (c) quires m FDR 
on all U. S-rsgisterecf, muitiengine, turbine-powered aircraft, hring 10 passenger 
seats or more, that were mufactused after October 11,1991. Because it had only 
eight passenger seats, XA-BBA would :?ot i w e  required an FDR by U. S. 
regulatioris. 

The hternational Standards and Recommended Practices issued by tfK 
Lqtemationai Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), Annex 6, Part I, Ciapter 6.3.5.1, 
. q u i ~ s  a 5-pamneter FDR for all turbine-powered aircraft with a maximm 
certifisted takeoff weight of 5,700kilograms (12,566 murids) or more, with 
almo_&hess cerlil'icates issued &€ore January 1, 1987. kAESA was technically 
required to cornpig, with ICAO Annex 6 s t a n w ,  which, in this case, are inore 
striagent than the U. S .  ruies. However, RO FDR was inshafled. 



The -mmd impact site was approximately 1,130 feet on a magnetic 
kearing of 25" h m  the k&i$ Trep, strike, 0.8 nmi south of &e runway 1R threshold. 
The initial tree area was approximately 729 feet easZ, and the main crash site 
was approximately 91 I feet east of the extended runway centerlie. 

Examination o€ the scene around the main wreckage revealed several 
broken trees and p u n d  scars. One of the _pound scars contained the center post 
and portions of both windshieId halves i%bedded to a depth of approximately 1 foot. 
This gmm.? scar was located 36 feet on a magnetic bearing of 60" from a cluster of 
freshly broken trees, The fllgfilpath angle from &e trees to tpe wiidshield was 
approximately 3s0. m e  airplane canae to rest upfight approximately 44 feet ncrth 
northeast of the windshield scar. The fuselage scparafed from the wing section and 
was =zing on top of it, aligned on a headkg of about 170°. The right wing tip was 
gemraffy mder the tail section of the fuseiage, which Came to rest in a tail-high 
aritude against sevemf smatf trees. 
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1,122 Maj5s Structurali Components 1 

No preimpact flight control anmalie were found. ExrnG~~&n of the 
ends of control cables revealed either tension failures or cuts made by the rescue 
personnel. Pukys were found with bent and broken sideu&s. Complete control 
contjrruity couId not be established forward of the wing because of the fuselage 
destruction. 

The right aileron was jammed upward, and the outboard section 
sustained upward cnrshing damage- The left aileron was split chordwise about 
midpanel, and the inboard aiieron pr'ion, as well as the trim tab, was damaged in a 
forward and up direction. 
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The International Standards and Recommended Practices, issued by 
ICAO, Amex 6 1 2  (c), prescribes that an airplane shall be equipped with: a 

i> a seat or berth for each person over an age to be determined 
by tk Stare of the Operator. 

2) a seat belt for each seat and restrainmg belts for each berth... 

TAESA was required to meet this standard while operating in the United 
States. However, the flight did not meet this requirement because there were 10 
passengers and only 8 seats. 

The initial notifkation of a missing airplane was ntade by the 
co~mHer-k-&rge tc the MD Fire Department and Airport Police via the crash 
phone nemork at 0626- The fire department dispatched 8 pieces of equipment from 
fire sfations 1 and 2, with a total u>mpIement of 17 firefighters and supervisors. The 
airport police dispatched three patrol officers to the area about ID d e  south of the 
m a a y  1R thresbkL AI1  persomi met at the access road adjacent to SWe 
Route 28, near Gate 4, and a search of the area for the missing airplane. The 
c mund search was hampered by the &me fog and wooded area. The airplane was 
l o c a t e d  a0725 by members of the fire department, who examined the mash site and 
made the initial assessmat that there. were no sumivors. 

fxuing &e inirial response, 20 fire and police personnel participated m 
the search for the missing airplane. Subsequently, additional airport police, fire and 
fescue units fnxn the Sterling Park Volunteer Fire Department, and pers~nnel h m  
the Fairfax Comty PoLice Crime Scene Uziit responded to the accident site to 
provide assistance in removing the victims and identifying the remains. By 1945, a11 
12 victims were m o v e d  and transported to the state medical examiner's office. 
Ovedl,  qpmximateIy 51 fue and poiice personnel assisted durkg the search and 
on-scene investigation 

Sone 



1 1.17 Additional Information 

1.17.1 Organizational and Management Information 

In April 1988, TAESA began its business as an air taxi operator m 
Mexico. Xt continued operating air charters and expanded its fleet from a single 
Jetstar 531 to more than 90 aircraft at the time of the accident, as follows: 

Helicopters 8 
Corporate Jets (Le. Gulfstmms, Jetstars, Falcons, and Learjets) 55 
Airline Fleet @-767,3-757, B-737, and B-7'27) 35 

At the time of the accident &e corporate fleet included 10 Leajets m 
addition Sa XA-BBA. The company z h  established a Fued Brrse Operations 
facility at MEX and was building a new facility at Toluca Airport (about 20 miles 
west of MEX>. TAESA provided charter service to 61 cities in North and South 
America, Europe and Japan. Its scheduled airline operations served 27 major 
domestic- markets. Within the United States, its scheduled s e r v i c e  included cities, 
such as New York, Detroit, Laredo, and Oakland. At the time of the acc 'ht ,  it 
also operated five B-727 combinations configured for cargo out of a Monterey, 
Mexico, hub. The company provided maintenance bgh a ''(2" check, and had i ~ ?  
avionics =pair shop. 

TRe TAFSA Executive Director of Operations stated that flight training 
was provided in the United States by FSI and Simuflite. He said that the 
relationship with FSI, which trained the accident crew, had been very msitive. 
According to the Director, ttiis was the third pair of pilots to be sent to FSI: and the 
first crew that € 3 1  had expressed hesitation about upgrading. 

3.172 TAESA Approach Procedures 

An English interpretation of the pertinent parts of TAESAs General 
Operations Mancal revealed the following r e f e m  to landing minimums: 
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Page 3.5.15 J3tabblishes the CAT I irmstnrment landing system W) 
minimums as 200 feet and I f 2  mile visibility (2,400). 1,800 R W  
may be used if mway centerline lights and touchdown lights are 
operative in conjunction with the approach lighting system 

Page 3.5.16 l k  last weather report must be at or above minimam 
in order to initiate an approach. 

Page 3.5.17 Upon reaching the DH fdecision height] altitude, it is 
strictly prohibited to level the airplane in order to obtain visual 
contact and land the airplane. I f u p n  mching the DH, there is no 
visual contact, missed approach procedures shall be i m m e & l y  
initiated 

The cornpmy operations specifications, approved by &e FAA 
provides a table of IFR [instrument flight rules] lading minimums for precision 
approaches. Given the lighting con@wation for runway 1R at IAD, the xnbkmns 
for that approach were 200 feet above the terrain, and an RVR value of '1,SeO feet, 
lkis corresponds to the same minimurns published on the approach chart used by 
the crew. 

TAESA's operations specifications also provided in Part C, page 5, 
that: 

An instrunens approach procedure may be executed when the 
U. S. National Weather Service report indicates that the visibility is 
less thm the approved minimum for landing, if the airport is served 
by ILS and PAR [precision approach radar]6 in operative condition 
and both are used by the pilot. " k e r  a landing m y  be made, 
if weather coditiors equal to or better tfian the prescribed minima 
are found to exist by the pilot-in-commd upon mching the 
authorid MDA [minimum descent altilnde] or DH [decision 
kightj. 



T h i s  pmgraph is somewhat ontdated since very few airports have PAR 
approaches avaiIab1e. LAD does not have PAR approaches available. 

?he Safety Board examined recorded radar data frcprn the HAI) 
automated rada. termiaai system (ARTS Ill,,) for the period between 0530 md 
0630 on fm,e 18, 1994. ApFpen6ix C depicts the ground track and profiles of the 
two appaches bv XA-33A. The data indicated that the aixplane intercepted the 
I d i z e r  initially at 0 6 t X l O .  it reached a maximum altitude of 3,100 €e& 5 nmi 
frorn the mway, and maintained a northedy track during the descent 2 mi 
from the nmway. At this point, it deviated to the northeast while continuing to 
descend to 600 feet, main-g the heading and dlitude until about In mile from 
the threshold. Then the heading changed back to the n~rth, and the dtihde 
remained at 600 feet until the airplane was 1 nnni north o€ She deIpaptuxe end of &e 
maway. At '&is point, the airplane began a climb, and maintained a nostkrlly 
heading for 4.7 nmi, when it made 2 180degree tarn. The airplane mcked 
southbound until approximately 12 nini south of runway 1R when it again reversed 
course. 

h & g  she second approach, &e airplane was positioned concurrently 
an both the centerline of the glideslope and localizer for one ra&r return (the 
antenna rotates approximately every 5 seconds). It descended to 4.00 feet 1 nmi 
sonth of the tfifeshoid for two radar returns before climbing to 600 feet in 
9.1 seconds. At this point radar conact was lost 1 .I J nmi sonth of the threshold at 
0625:03.52. This point was 0.16 mi south of the initial impact with terrain 
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bur other airpkmes made approaches to runway IR, previom to the 
approach of XA-BBA+ as folfows: 

a) N6679/Mooney M-20C landed app~~~imately 0549 
b> UA low-757 landed (CAT III) at 0610 
C) XA-3BAILeaxjet missed approach about 0612 
6) UA 186/DC-10 missed appmch (CAT n> 

about 0614 
e) AA 74P3-767 landed (CAT n) about 0618 
f )  XA-BBAEarjet accident approach about 0425 

There were no primary radar targets found in the vicinity of XA-BBA, 
and there were no minimum safe altitude wammg (MSAW)? alerts during the period 
cf the approaches. A plot of the MSAW site variable parameters and the XA-BBA 
radar track indicated tbz FA-EiBA had one return below the alarm dtitude of the 
runway 1R capture box in both tracking and beacon data (see fip 1). However, 
the FAA states in their MSAW system functional specScations, two “current 
position” hits, of three “‘predicted position” hits must be received on radar before an 
alert wiII activate the aural and visual warrings. 

Inspection of the MSAW site variable parameter that defied the 
runway threshold indicated a discrepancy between the MSAW-defmed m.way 
lcrcation and the actual threshold location. The prescribed magnetic variation of 
IO de,gees west was appIied to the MSAWdefined threshold coordinates which 
created a psition offset of 700 feet to the northeast h m  the actual runway 1R 
threshoId. However, wheE a 7-degrees west variation was applied, a match 
between the MSAW-defmed threshold and the actual runway thres5oId was 
establiskd. Furthermore, inspxtion of the other site variables revealed that a 
lmtizer-only minimum descent altitude (MDA) was used to establish the base of 
the runway capture box (6x0 feet). 
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ori November 21 1994, the Safety b a r d  issiled Safety 
Recommendations A-94-186 and A-94-187 to the 3AA concerning the MSAN- 
system at PAD m.3 all miar environments using the system respectively. k 
a p p d i x  0, for c o m n d e n c e  concerning t!aese safety r%conmendations. 

4. -17.4 Airplane Performance Study 

Recorded radar &a, air traffic co~ml transmissions, and data 
coIIem&i"rOm on-scene phase of the invespiga5on we= used to remmrnd &e 
motion history of XA-BSA muing the ILS approaches to mway  OlR at L"J>. The 
data were presented m composite p!m of the IL-S geometry to determine the relative 
proxi?lity of XA-BBA's flightpath. The data were also used to cietermine vertical 
speeds, ground speeds, and flightpath angles. See ?~pccdix C for highlights cf the 
sequence of events prior to XA-BSA's corZro1led ff i&t into ternin. 

Radar data kdiizated that the flightcnzw of XA-BBA attempted two 
approaches to runway O1R on the day of the accident. I%&y initially interepted the 
m w a y  1R localizer at IAD 13 miles from the runway, and 9 miles from the outer 
marker (TJLLE). X2e zirplane reached a maximum altitude of 3,100 feet, and was 
above the full fly-dom K i t  of the projected glideslope bean;. The airplane then 
descended for i minute and 41 seconds and reached descent rates of 2,600 feet per 
minute @m). At an altitude of 1,300 feet, 2.5 miles from the runway threshold, the 
flightpath intersected the full fiy-dcwn h i t  of the projected glideslope beam. The 
airplane contimed to descend until altitude values stabilized at 600 feet 
z+ppnxirnately 0.8 nmi fro= the mway threshold. This position was also 
coincident with the intersection of &e centerline of the projected giideslope beam. 
During this approach, the airplane maintained a t w k  within the localizer h i t s  wfi 
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e) I n i t i a l  impact elevation: 3 J 8 feet 
0 Tallest tree elevation at initial impact: 60 feet 
g) Accident site elevztion: 320 feet 
h) Tallest tree elevation at accident site: 30 feet 

im.5 Ground Proximity Warning System 

XA-BBA was not quipped with a Ground Proximity Warning System 
(GPWS)? ma none was required under 14 CTR Part 91. However, as a result of a 
k & j e t  4XI accidezt 0:: Deceznber ! 1, !991 n w  Rome, Georgia, the Safety 
Board issued Safety Recommendation A-92-055 to the FAA 

€?quire all turbojet-powered airplanes that have six or more 
passenger seats to be equipped with a ground proximity warning 
system. 

The FAA issued a response dated October 13, 1992, in part, as 
follows: 

The FAA does not agree with ihis safety recommendation. Mi 
turbine-Dowered airplanes .with 10 or more passenger seats operated 
under i4 CFR Pa& 135 were required to be equipped with an 
operating ,muif proximity warning system (GPWS) by April 1994. 
This mle which was adopted in April 1992, came after extensive 
st-ady of the controlled flight into temin issue and included the 
influence of air mffk programs, cockpit instrumentation, and flight 
operations procedures on the issue. In making the determination 
not to include all terbojet-powered airphes with six or m o ~  seats. 
the FAA consideEd, among other factors, the operating 
environment most prevalent for turbojet-powered airplanes, the 
extent of radar ser~ice in the air traffic control system, and the 
employment of the minimum &e altitude vraming system. The 
FAA wilt work with corpo!-ate flight departments on cockpit 
management and altitude awareness issues and will publicize the 
facts of this accident it1 appropriate trade journals and magazines. 
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On January 6,  1993, the Safety Board issued a follow-up letter, in part, 
as follows: 

The Safety Board is disappointed that the FAA does not agree with 
this recommendation and does not plan to qubv the GPWS. The 
Board continues to believe that the recent accidents mderscore the. 
need to equip turbojet-powered airplanes carrying six or more 
paswagers and operating under the provisions of 14 CF% Part 91 or 
135 with the GPWS. Therefore, the Board classifies Safety 
Recommendation A-92-055 "Closed--Unacceptable Action." 

The ICAO Standards, Annex 6,  Part I (Commercial Air Transport), 
recommends a GPWS fer Carbine-powered aipcrapt having B cedficated takeoff 
weight of 15,000 kilograms (33,069 pounds) or more, or 30 passenger seats. 

Ori February 17,1995, the Air Navigation Commission issued a working 
paper to the ICAO @Ouncil recommending the adoption of &e~ct?leil; 16 to h e x  
6,  Part II (General Aviation) which states, in part: "Ail turbiie engine aeroplanes of a 
maximum certificated take-off mass in excess of 5,700 kilograms (12,566 pounds] or 
authorized to cmy more than nine passengers shall be quipped with a ground 
proximity warning system ...." The effective date will be 1 Januaty, four years after 
adoption. 

1.17.6 Low Level Windshear Alert System 

A Phase II LLWAS is instaIled at IAD to detect hazardous low level 
windshear. There are no ICAO standards for LLWAS installation, but the U. S .  
standard installation incorporates a system of six sensors. A computer continuously 
compares the wind measured by five sensors installed around the periphery of the 
airport with rhe wind measured by a sixth sensor at the center field location. When 
the difference between the center field sensor and any of the peripheral sensors 
exceeds a given value, windshear is probaKe, and an alarm is activated in the tower. 
The center field sensor at IAD is located west of runway 1R and east of the 
approach end of runway 3@. The latitude, longitude, and pole height of each sensor 
are comined in a Geometric Configuration File (GCF) for each airport. The GCF is 
issued to run the enhanced LLWAS windshear/microbwst detection software. 

During the field phase of the investigation, the IAD LLWAS data wzre 
requested. A memom.dwn received from the FAA, dated August 2, 1994, stated 
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that the IAD LLWAS data included the GCF for Tampa Jntemational Airport, D ~orida- m e  memorandum M e r  stated that it seemed h l y  that ][AD was using 
an incomct LLWAS GCF at the time of the accident. 

According to the FAA, the GCP; for each =WAS ajrport contains 
specific and unique parameters that are v i a  for the correct operation of the 
enhanced LLWAS software. In order to mn the LLWAS windsheadmimburst 
detection software, the FAA has stated that it is necessary to input an appropriate 
GCF that is &tinct and unique to the airport of concern. FoUowbg the accident, 
the GCF was comcted at EAD. 

On November 21, 1994, the Safety Board issued Safety 
Recommendation A-94-188 concerning the LLWAS, See appendix D for further 
information on this recommendation. 

1.17.7 FAA Surveillance 

The Part 129 Operating Certificate for TAESA is held at tise 
DallasFt. Worth Flight Standards District office. 'Fhe assigned Principal )  pera at ions Inspector also has responsibility for 17 additional pakt 129 c ~ e m  He 
had been assigned to TAESA for 2 1/2 years, and stated that the company had 
added the large airplanes in 1991. He had a good working relationship with 
TAESA, and said that the company we$ responsive to FAA commhcations. 
Sumillance was accomplished by m p  checks at Laredo, where the company has 
scheduled service, as well as geographic support from other off2ce.s where TAESA 
makes charter stops. A review of the FAA's Program Tracking and Reporting 
Subsystem (PTR§) indicated no remarkable entries regarding TAESA operations. 

TAESA operates in the United States under the provisiom of 14 CFR 
Part 129.11 (a) which requires that it conduct "...operations withi7 the United States 
in accordance with operations specifications issued by the Administrator ... and in 
accordance with the Standards and Recommended Practices contained in Bart I 
(International .Commercial Air Transport) of Annex 6 (Operation of Aircraft) ..." of 
ICAO. The operations specifications issued to TAESA require that its flights 
comply with the applicable provisions of 14 CFR Part 91 when it is operating withim 
the United States. The principal operations inspector stated that this refers to 
Subpart W. However, according to senior FAA Flight Standards staff, all parts of 
Part 91 apply, except where specific language makes an exception. 
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Under thp, Convention on International Civil Avktion a&G.t.tskred by 
ICAO, the State of Registry is responsible for oversight of its Qpemtors &at art: 
engaged 21 international flight operations. In order to ensure consis%nt and 
standardized procedures among intematioila! aperapom, Sates are required to 
comply with &e applicable provisions of the ICAO Annexes. Both Mexico and ?he 
Unit& States are signatories to the Convention. The~fox~, Mexico is respsibk 
for the direct ovcrsight of TAESA to ensm that *%e regulations of Mexico and 
HCAO stmdards are mer. 

The FAA does not conduct routine, indepth wveillanee of Part 129 
operators: rather, it relies on the States of registry to conduct SurveiGance. Of 
course, FAA inspectors would take qpropiate ac;isns should a devia~on from 
regulations or other standards be noted, 21 such cases, &e FAA would inremct with 
the respective regulatory authority from the State md request that corrective actions 
be taken. 

Historically, it has generally 5ex1 assumed that most ICAO member 
States have attempted to adhere to the standards a d  ~ m c n d e d  practices of &e 
Convention on kternational Civil Aviatisn and its dated Amexes. However, 
findings ~ i g  previous investigations and previcils safety recommendations by the 
Safety Board prompted the FAA to esrabiish a more aggressive program to assess 
the capability of foreign authorities to ensure adhermee to the standards. The 
irrcreased FAA activity was also generated by several safety related issues, 
including accidents, the increaslsi.!g nutn-mrs of operators flying hto the United 
States, and the number of U. S .  cXzens flying on foreia carriers overseas. As a 
result, FAA inspectors have currently visited 44 countries, and where deficiencies 
were found, they have ma& resommendations directh to that civil aviation 
authority (CAA?. If a carrier does not receive an acceptabk level sf oversi& frcMm 
its CAA, it is not permitted to operate in the United. States. Some d e r s  have been 
b m e d  based on this program. 

On September 8,1994, the FAA announced a modification to lis policy 
regarding the assessment and oversight of foreign civil aviation aailthorities. Thc 
change made its generd assessment fhdings of respective CAAs available tG the 
public tbrcngh the Department of State's Consular Momtior! System and the 
FAA's  Hotline. 
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Ensure separation of aircraft under their control, establish radar 
identification, provide ahc& with radar vzaon, or advisories, W I  
provide pilots with radar fmes. 

Im this accident, the D-BM‘IE radar was set to an overhead plan view 
of the find approach course for the ES m w a y  1R approach. There is no specific 
view of the glidepath. The ARTS data block would have provided the local 
controiler with the aircraft identification, the assigned runway, aircraft type, ground 
speed, and altitude. During the course of priodicaUy scanning the radar, his 
primary concerns would have ‘em the airplane’s distance fimn the airport and 
separation from other aircraft 

The altitude readout is shown i? hundreds of feet. To determine an 
aircrafts rate of descent, a controller would have to canthualUy nonitor both the 
altitude readout and t’re aircraft’s pregress toward the mway, 



The crew of XA-BBA was qualified fOr the operation, based on 
training provided by FSI, and the recurrent training and checkkg of TAESA. 
However, there was a communicatims problem between FSJ and T m A  regarding 
the training results sf the captain. TaESA requested confidential evaluations of 
their applicants, hchdiig instructor notes. EFI advised that the instructor notes 
were for internal use only. Following the accident, FSI did make the instructor 
notes available to the Safety Board, and a comparison of the two documents reveals 
a basis for misunderstanding. The evduation stated that the capkin9 
"...demonstrated satisfactory flying skills ... under normal conditions." However, the 
evaluation specified that, "He quixes emphasis in crew management and 
decisionmaking skills during his training to upgrade to captain. (He) needs to 
improve his airmanship and command'skills, especially when operatirlg under the 
stress of abnormal and emergency situations." The evaluation reiterated the 
captain's ability to fly the airplane smootMy under normal circumstances, and 
indicated that he, "...can be considered for upgrade to Pilot-in-Command. Dusing 
upgrade training, situational awareness under high workload conditions should be 
emphasized. He should fly with a strong training Captain or First Officer during his 
upgrade." 

The evaluations by FSI presented the candidate to its customer in the 
best possible light. The language was perinissive in nature, suggesting that TAESA ) could consider the captain for upgrade. Recognizing that English is a second 
language for TAESA, it is understandable that it would interpret this evaluation as 
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Had FSI made the instructor notes available to TAESA, the comments, 
in cor&ination, might have enabled TAESA to mdepsaap1B the intent of FSI, and 
might have led to a delay in his upgrade. By eo&&, the fvst oEcer received 
favorable com-ents on his perforname throughout his training. 

Apart from the respective flying skills o€ these crewmembers, their 
dative inexperience in both total flying time and in the Learjet is considered Po be 
critical 51 thh accidmt. Alihough approximate!y 75 percent of the captain's 1,785 
totai flying hours were accumulated in the Learjet, only 87 h011rs were as piiot- 
in-command. Similarly, the fuxt o%wr had acmula;ed 50 percent of his total 
flying in the barjet, br?t he Rad only 852 total flying hours. While these 
qualifications mer &e basic requirements of the reguIaiions Lr &e Unikd States and 
Mexico, the circumstances of ";his operation were far from "basic." For example, in 
scheduled US. air camer service (14 C m  121.652[a]) and in commuter md charter 
operations (14 CFR 135.225[d]) in turbine-powered airplanes, the captain is held to 
"high rninimms'' of 100 feet and In mile (or the RVR equivalent) above the 
authorized minimum until he has accrued 108 hours in type as pilot-in-commd. In 
no event may the landing minimums be less than 300 feet and I mile. Both of these 
rcgdations indicate a recognized Reed €or more pilot experiexe to meet the greater 
demands of such approaches. This approach was exact$ the type of high workload 
and stpessfuI operation that would exceed the captah's noma1 capabilities. Instead 
of an experienced training captain to assist him during the approach, he was paired 
with a relatively inexperienced first officer. Based OR the radar data, it is evident 
that whatever assistance the first officer gave the captrin with altitude, airspeed, or 
giideslope/localizer deviations, it was not effective. if the captain received any 



The second approach was initially more stabIe thatb2 the fmt approach. 
Thc localizer bracketing was nod as emtis, and the glideslope centerline was 
intercepted just outside the suter marker. XA-BBA passed thnugh the outer 
maker between 1,700 and 1,800 feet msl. This is lower the prescribed 
!,849 feet msi crossing altitude. Between 1,300 and 5 0  feet msl, the airplane 
descended at m average rate of 1,300 fpm for 42 seconds. The average flightpath 
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The pssibd2y d mbulence causing the emtic flightpall was rejeckd 
r;l-cause of the stable weather and the stability of the other approaches flown by 
zirpimes at the time. Wakc turbulence from AA 74 was rejected because of the 
9-minute separation ktweea the two airmft. Sirnilady, the possibility of a stall 
causing the excessive deszm me was rejected because the calculated ground speed 
&om the last radar return and tt;~ initial impact p i n t  was approximately 134 la-ots. 
The staH speed, ilepznding on the flap contigumion, could have been as high as 
103 knots (true airspeed). Although the evidence from the angle of attack gauges 
and &e mg!e of attack indexer displays in0icated that the airplane was beyond the 
stall angle of attack prior to final impact, the foregoing radar data indicates that the 
airplane reached a stall angle between the initial tree contact and the final impact. 

2.4.1 ATC Personnel Statement 

A review of the statement of the conmller in charge concerning the 
accident indicated that he was "informed by ti'ie Local Controller hat the "LR25" 
had not landed and was potentially in an unsafe profile descent for runway one 
right." While the statement was cause for concern, iE was dizounted for several 
reasons. The data provided by the D-BRIE display wmld not have provided 
adequate information fmrn which the determination of an unsafe profde descent 
could be made unless the local. ca;nm:let had continuously monitored the altitude 
readout OF XA-BBA. Although the local controller indicated that he periodically 
scanned the radar during :he approach of XA-BBA, he would not continually 
monitor the data block for airplane position and aititude. 
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Following an interview with the controller-in-charge, investigators 
C U R C ~ U ~ ~ ~  that after being advised.& activate the m s h  telephone, he did  OW 
specifca1l:y what was said by the local controller. F d l y ,  in the aftermath of the 
accident, the locai controller's awareaess of an unsafe profite descent was not 
ionsistent with his saying to the radar controller, "I'm not sure what happened hm." 

2.5 The Captain's Decisiwmaking 

TAESA personnel, familiar with the voices of the crewmembers, stated 
that the first officer was making the radio transmissions, which is consistent with the 
captain ffymg the airplane. This was proper in light of the weather, which was 
6eterioiatiig as they approached the I14D area. 

Apart from the Iow visibiIity on m w a y  IR, the captain's 
decisionmaking in the terminal area might also have been affected by the 
unscheduled holding at an unfamiliar fw (due to the earlier emergmcy), any fatigue 
from the all night operation, the customs delay at BEW, concerl that BWI weather 
might be the same, and the probable logkiica: problems associated with a diversion 
to BWI. These are possible factors in his decisiomaking process that might have e created a strong incentive to complete the charter to IAD. In this context, it is not 
surprising that he made a second attempt to land. 

Between the time XA-BEA established radio contact with IAD 
approach control (0554:24) and the start of the first approach (0607:14) the ATIS 
broadcast weather deteriorated from, "Andefmite ceiling i'00 sky obscured, 
visibility ln [mile in] fog ..." to "...indefinite ceiling 60 sky obscured, visibility 
In [mile in] fog ...." Additional weather information issued by the radar controller, 
while XA-BBA was on the frequency, included the latter observation and the RVR 
values of 1,200, 1,600, and 6,000+, which were given to UAL 102 just prior to the 
start of its approach. UAL 102 inquired if Category II approaches were in progress. 
While the controller was checking, he obtained acknowledgment for the weather 
from the other flights, including XA-BBA. The confirmation of Categorym 
operations was broadcast at 0604:41. XA-BBA received clearance for the approach 
at approximately 0607, and switched to the local control frequency at 0608. The 
crew of XA-BBA should have been well aware of the significant deterioration in the 
IA14 weather and that they were actually below company authorized minimums. 

Prior to XA-BBA switching to local control, UAL 102 reported thzt it 
was established on the ruflway 1R LS,  Category Ill. After XA-EBA was cleared to 
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land, U N ,  .?32 re Jorted "...on the ground now taxiing off at uh echo three.'' The 
l o c a l  controlier then cleared GAL 186 to land, and m a m e e d  that the RVR was 
6063,800, and 3,000 (06121 1). Several seconds after this transmission, he inquired 
whether XA-BBA was making a missed approach, because their data block was still 
at 600 feet. The f i t  offker confirmed that they were, and they were switched back 
to approach control. i t  appears that the captain of XA-BBA was mhtainbg 
600 feet, while flying offset from the localizer, in an ef€ort to establish visual contact 
with the runway. TAESA company procedures qaire &,It the captai? should have 
applied power, climbed, and followed the published go murid procedure. U. S. 
requirements prwide that the pilots follow the published missed approach 
procedure. The pilots did not comply with either of these provisions. 

During the next several minutes, while XA-BBA was flying 
southbound at 3,000 feet for a second approach, UBL 186 also returned to the 
frequency, AA 74 was given the current RVR values (600, 1,OOO, 3,000) and 
switched to the tower frequency, and the controllers discussed an overflight, a 
departure, and the outside visibility from the tower. At approximately 8618, the 
radar controiler offered the runway 19C approach to UAL, 136, with the comment 
that the tower could "barely see" the approach end of the runway. UAL 186 agreed 
that the north end of the runway was "pretty fine... it's definitely better," but they a 
opted 10 dhert to Pittsburgh instead. At approximately 0620, after issuing initid 
departure instructions to UAL 156, the radar controller turned XA-BRA to a base 
leg without repeating the suggestion of a runway 19L approach. As PI.- indie3ted, 
there were. good reasons to continue the runway 1R approaches, and XA-BBA was 
already downwkd, to the southeast, ready for turn to base. In addition, there was 
no way of knowing if the fog cor,dition would shift to the north. In any case, the 
primary responsibility for initiating a change in the active runway rested with the 
pilot, and the Safety Board concurs with the established procedures for changing the 
runway. 

The radar controller CoRfumed that XA-BBA was established on the 
Iocslizer (for the second approach), and then advised, st 0623, that the RVR values 
were 600, 600, and 4,000. The flight contacted the local controller who advised, 
"bar X-ray Alpha Bravo Bravo Alpha Dulles tower runw&y one right cleared PO 
land wind calm RVR six hundred rollout four thousand." Baseri on these very 
specific runway 1R visibility reports, and his own previous observatiims, the captain 
should have he!d for improvements in thz weather, requested the runway 19L TLS 
approach, or diverted to his alternate. The RVR values were well below his 4 
authorized minimums and definitely beyond his experience level and qualificatims. 
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It is not known why #e captain did not request a reciprocal ILS 

offered to UAL 186, it is assumed that a request from XB-BBA for the runway 19L 
ILS approach would have been approved with some delay for operafional changes. 
In light of the existing weather, the Safety Board believes fiat the captain of 
XA-BBA should have exercised the option to request the runway 19L ILS approach. 

The airplane crashed outside the MSAW monitor area. However, 
between the altitudes of 1,700 and 5 0  feet msl on the second approach, XA-BBA 
was within the confines of the runway capture . h x  of the MSAW system. The 
p p s e  of this m a  is to ~,o&or the &rp!me's p,nxLnity t~ tern% w!2e **g kt3 
account a descent profile associated with an approach €or landing. Given the site 
variable parameters established by IAD, the logic of the "SAW system as 
explained by #e FAA, and plots made by the Safety Board, it? MSAW warning 
would have been issued if two radar returns had been detected below the xw)-foot 
floor of the runway 1R capture box. However, only one target was received, and 
consequently there was no alarm. The inspection of a 24-hour automation input 0 printout 0 and the statement of the HI> automation specialist revealed that the 
MSAW system had not been inhibited prior to the accident. 

Further examination of the site variables at IAD indicated that the 
alarm altitude set for the runway 1R capture box was 80 feet lower than the 
prescribed altitude (NDB [nodirectional beacon] decision height minus 100 feet) 
sei forth in the MSAW site variable specifications. The position of the runway 
capme box was also offset to the Fortheast by 7ctO feet due to an improper 
interpretztion of the radar system's operational magnetic variation. The FAA 
acknowledged the discrepancy in the interpretation of the magnetic variation but 
stated that discrepancy in the alarm altitude was related to many false alarms that 
had been issued at the prescribed alarm altitude by slower and lower flying aircraft 
on approach to runway IR. Yowever, 'he FAA stated that no docurnentation of 
false d m  incidents or any memoranda from within the organization outlining the 
reduction of the alarm altitude by 80 feet (D.3 decision height minus 100 feet) 
existed. 

Aithough discrepancies were found in two site variables, the Safety 
Board believes that this was not consequential to the accident. The offset in the 
location of the runway capture box actually brought it closer to the runway mzking it 
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more "sensitive," and causing it to dam at a higher dtitt~de. However, since the 
crew of XA-BBA initiated a climb after reaching 400feet msl, ant MSAW atarm Q 
would have only c o n f i e d  the flightcrew's suspicions that they were close to the 
terrain. Also, when XA-BBA haC reached 400 feet msl, *&e airplme would have 
been outside the nmway capture box and exempt from any MSAW processing, 
This condition would have been sustained as the crew of XA-BBA reinitiated a 
descent to the initial impact point. 

2.7 Ground Proximity Warning System 

XA-BBA was not equipped with a GPWS. Analysis of XA-BBA's 
flightpath indicated that had a GPWS been installed on the aircraft, an aural mode 5, 
Descent Below Glideslope, waming would have been issued appraxximately 
64 seconds prior to initial impact at an dtitude of 1,200 feet msl and would have 
continued to the end of the flight- A Mode 1, Excessive Sink Rate, warning would 
have been issued at 700 feet msl. A Mode 1, a Mode 5, or both warnings would 
have been active m the last 64 seconds. The Safety Board believes that had there 
been a GPWS installed on XA-BBA, there would have  be^^ constant warnings and 
cues to the crew of their proximity to terrain. The wamings would have provided 
adequate time to aliow the flightmw to take the appropriate evasive actions to 
avoid impact with the terrain. 

Tn view of the c i rmtances  of this accident, and the ongoing ICAO 
review of its standards regarding GPW-S, the Safety Board coghues to believe that 
turbojet-powered airplanes carrying six or more passengers should be equipped with 
an operating GPWS. (See section 4, .Recommendations). Had a GPWS system 
been installed on XA-BBA, the warnings might have prevented the accident. 

2.8 Flight Recorder Considerations 

XA-BBA was not governed by the provisions of 14 CFR 91.609(c) and 
(e), FDR and CVR respectively, because it was a Part 129 operator. However, it 
was required to confotm to ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices, Annex 6. 
Since RO differences with the provisions of Chapter 6.3.5.1, dealing with the FDR, 
were filed by Mexico, XA-BBA was required to have a 5-parameter FDR installed. 
Annex 6 Chapter 6.3.7.2 recommends that a CVR be installed. If XA-BBA had 
been a TJ.S. registered aircraft, the CVR would have been required, but the FDR 
would not have been required. The absence of a CVra denied the Safety Board Q 
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6 access to comments and sounds in the cockpit which probably would have provided 
insight into the czrew's actiGns and deciskmmking. 

Although there was no FDR installed, radar coverage at IAD was 
exceptional, and the flightpath of. the airplane was accurately documented in this 
case. However, in many other cases the lack of an FDR would seriousIy diminish 
the Safety Bcard's ability to establish the flight dynamics and performance history 
of the airplane prior to the accident, thus, seriously jeopardizing the outcome of the 
investigation. This shortcoming also reflects poorly on the management oversight 
by TAESA for this flight. 

2.9 Management and Government Oversight 

TAESA was operating under the provisions of 14 CFR 129, which 
wp:izES the operation of foreign air carriers within the United States, and requires 
that they be issued operations specifications. A review of TAESA's operations 
specifications revealed that some of the pages were dated 1975. About 5 years ago, 
the FAA implemented an automated Operations Specifications Subsystem to 
provide standards and control of paragraphs, symbolo,y, and procedures for 6 amending standard paragraphs, but it did not include standardized material for 
Part 129 operators. 

TAESA's operations specifications did not address which visibility 
value, prevding visibility or RVR took precedence in establishing a minimum for 
landing. Part C, page 2, of the operations specifications (the effective date of the 
page was June 1 ,  1977) contained the table that specified TAESA's IFR landing 
minima for straight-in approaches. In this case, with rhe approach light 
configuration at IAD, the minimum DH was 200 feet HAT [height above touchdown 
(or threshold)]; no value for the prevailing visibility was prescribed. An RVR value 
of 1,800 feet was authorized. The prevailing visibility of 1/2 mile or 2,400 feet 
RVR was also approved f G i  lesser approach light configurations. Although the FAA 
has established that RVR values, when reported, take precedence over prevailing 
visibility, this information was not contained in the TAESA operations 
specifications cIr in its operating n?anual. However, the captain shodC: have 
complied with the minimums on his approach chart, and the applicable provisions of 
Parts 91 and 97. 

The absence of the definitive statement that RVR, when available, is B controlling represents an oversight by the FAA in the approval of operations 



specifications. Based on tile comments of the POI, it appears that other Part 129 
operators may also be opz-ating with inappropriate or outdated operations 
specifications. The FAA should confirm that fareign operators in the U.S. are 
operating with current operations specifications, including the provision h a t  R W  is 
controlling in establishing minimums (See  section 4, Recommendations). 

The fact that this flight did not meet the specifications of ICAO 
Annex 6, as specified in Part 129.1 1 {a), reflects p r l y  on the oversight of this 
operator by TAESA management. In view of the FAA's role in overseeing Part 129 
operators, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should formally bring the 
circumstances of this accident and the deviations from approved procedures and 
regulations to the attention of the Mexican authorities. 

2.10 Crew Fatigue 

Human factors research has demonstrated that fatigue can be assessed 
by examining three factors: cumulative sleep loss, continuous hours of wakefulrtess, 
and circadian disruption. These factors were examined in the present accident for 
evidence related to fdiigue. 

Scientific literature has established that people require a certain number 
of hours of sleep each day to be fully ~lert, usually between 6 to 10 hours, mci that a 
loss of as little as two hours sleep from an individual's typical daily requirement can 
degrade alertness and performance. Tn the case of both pilots, the Safety Board was 
unable to establish the pilots' typical sleep needs or possible cumulative sleep loss. 

- -  

The length of timc that an hdividual has been awake has been 
associated with errors in judgmeni and prfomance. At the time of the accident, the 
capkii~ was awake about 11 1/2 houri, a length of time that has been associated 
with cockpit errors, and especially tactical decision errors, in aviation accidents.9 
The Safcty Board was unable to determine the amount of time that the first oEcer 
had been wake. 

Circadian dismption refers to a disruption in the cycles of sleeping and 
wakefulness that individuals display on a daily basis. Flying all night when the 
individual normally sleeps at night is an example of a circadian disruption. In the 

-. - 
9A review of flighicrew-involved, major accidents of U.S. Air Carriers. 10% througn 1990, 

rnSB/SS-WDl 
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B present accident, the crew began duty at 2200, which ended at 062.5 the next 
morning, thereby disrupting the normal sleep/w&e cycle that the accident crew 
displayed in the days bzfore the accident. 

Another form of circadian disruption occurs when an individual 
remains awake during a time period that the body is physiologically primed to be 
asleep. The time that the accident occurred, shortly after 0400 in Mexico City time, 
represents a period of typically low physiological alertness as regulated b y  brain 
activity (the period of greatest sleepiness typically occurs between 3 to 5 a.m. every 
day). Based on these circadim considerations, the pilots would have Peen exposed 
to reduced alertness during the time that critical decisions : -:J to be made 
concerning landing. 

The evidence suggests that, after flying ail night, the ccew could have 
been experiencing the effects of fatigue due to both the length or” hours they had 
been awake and circadian disruption. Such fatigue would have added to the 
problems caused by the relatively low experience kvels of both crwmernkrs, 
further degrading decision making and other aspects of performance. However, 
because of the limitations in the information available, the Safety Boaid could not B conclude that fatigue was involved in the accident. Nor could the Safety Board rule 
it out as a factor. 

2.11 Passenger Seating 

Although this was a nonsurvivable accident, the Safety Board is 
concerned that the number of passengers exceeded the designed seatic;: capacity of 
the airplane. Since there were only eight seats and eight safety belts available for 
passengers, two people on board were not seated and safety belted in accordance 
with Annex 6 to ICAO. The impact forces and cabin brealmp prevented 
establishing exact occupant seating locations, but regardiess of the seating, the 
occilpants still wodd haye been at increased risk under lower crash forces because 
of the inadequzz seating and restraint cap.?bility. 

Recognizing that this was a revenue flight, TAESA management should 
have been aware that they were operating the flight in violation of applicable 
regulations. Finally, the captain acted irresponsibly in allowing passengers on his 
aircraft without adequate restraint capability. B 
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3. CONCL~§ION§ 

3.8 Findings 

I. The airplane and flightcrew were properly certificated. 

2. There were RO mechanical problems with tbe airplane of the 
enghes. 

3. The mway 1R RVR at IAD was below publikd hding 
minimums for all but Catego17 HI approaches. 

4. mere probably was ineffective cxxnmnicatioras between the 
carrier and the contract training facility egardmg the pilots' 
skills. 

5. The captain was not authorized to attempt the approach and was 
relatively inexperienced for an approach under these mnditiom. 

6.  The captain failed to zdhere to amptable standards of 
airmanship during two unsiabilized approaches. 

7. After the unsuccessful ILS approach to rimway lR,  the captain 
shou!.d have held for improvements the weather, requested the 
runway 19L U, or proceeded to his alternate. 

8. The MSAW equipment at IAD was improprly adjusted; 
however, this discrepancy did not contribute to the cause of the 
accident. 

9. All components of the mway 1R ILS were operating with% 
prescribed tolerances at the time of the accident. 

10. Air Traffic Control services provided to XA-BBA were in 
accordance with procedum mtiiied in FAA Order 711 10.65 Air 
TMxs Control. 
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An operating GPWS aboard the airplane would have provided 
continuous warning to the crew for the last 64 seconds of fGght 
and might have prevented the accident. 

The airplane was not equipped with a flight data =der9 as 
q u h d  under Annex 6 of the htemational Civil Aviation 
Organization provisions for international flights. 
The crew m y  h v e  been experiencing the effects of fatigue 
following an all-rAght flight, 

The impact was not sa?rvivable. 

"here were only eight cabin seats and safety belts installed, 
which meant that at least two passengers were not properly 
restrained. This is not in compliance with Annex 6 of the 
International Civil Aviation Organization S&tndart?s for 
international flights. 

Oversight of the operation of the accident airplane and the 
accident flight by TAESA and the Mexican gownment was 
inadequate. 

3.2 Probable Cause 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines Emt the probable 
causes of the accident were the poor decisionmaking, poor airmanship, and relative 
%experience of the captain in initiating and continuing an unstabilhd instxur.lent 
approack that led to a descent 'below the authorized altitnde without visual contact 
with the runway environment. Contributing to the cause of the accident was the 
lack of a GPWS on the airplane. 
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result of the kvestigation of this and o&er accidents, the National 
Transportation Safety Board makes b;le fdlowhg recmxmeaW-ons: 

--to the Federal Aviation Administration: 

Require within 2 years that all turbojet-powered aipianes equipped 
with six or more passengc seats have an operating gmmd 
proximity warning system installed. (Class fl, Priority Action) 
(A-95-35) 

Require that all operations Specifications of Part 129 operators be 
reviewed to ensure that they are cumfit, and contain specific 
language that establishes RVR, when repowd, as controlling for 
purposes of establishing visibilii minimum. (Class H, Priority 
Action) (A-95-36) 

Formally notify the Mexican Director General Civil Aviation of the 
cimamtances of the accident, wi$h particular emphasis on the lack 
of adherence to pertinent regulations a d  requirements of the United 
States, Mexico, and ICAO. (Class Ti, Priority Action) (A-95-37) 

In addition, on November 21, 1994, the Safety Board issued the 
following recornmiations to the Federal Aviation Administration (See 
appendix D): 

A-94-186 

Review the calculations establishing the runway threshold 
coordinates for a11 runways at U D  with respect to the air 
surveillance radar to verify proper alignment of the MSAW capture 
boxes. 

A-94-1.87 

Conduct a complete national review o€ all radar environments using 
MSAW systems. This review shouId address all mer-defied site 
variables for she MISAW programs that control general terrain 
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warnings, as well as runway capture boxes, to ensure compliance 
with prescribed procedures. 

A-94-188 

Ensure that all aiTorts equipped  wit?^ the Phase II (enhand) 
LLWAS are using geometric configuration files appropriate to those 
facilities. 

The FAA responded favorably to a11 three recommendations on 
January 24, 1995. Pending issuance of the specmc documents and appropriate 
corrective action, these recommendations have been classified "Open--Acceptable 
Action." 

BY THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 

James E. Hall 
Chairman 

Robert T. Francis H 
Vice Chairman 

John Hamnenchidt 
Member 

March 7,1995 
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5. APPErnKW 

APPEIWXX A 

INVES"IGA"I0N HEARING 

1. Investigation 

The National Transporktion Safety B o d  was notified of the accident 
about 0645 on June is, 1994. The full go-team was dispatched, and the following 
investigative groups were formed Opemtions/Ifuman Fen'bnnance, Air Traffic 
Control, Weather, Survival Factors, Abplane Perforname, Smctums, System, 
Powerplants, and Maintenance Records. 

In accordance with the provisions of ICAOs International Standards 
and Practices, Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation, Annex 13, the Director 
Geaeral of Civil Aviation, Mexico (the state of registration and the operator) was 
notified of the accident, and an invitation was extended to participate in the 
investigation. The Director, Technical Supervision, SulbsexxtSary of Transport, 
WAC, was appointed as the Accredited Representative of Mexico. He arrived on 
June 19, 1994, with a team of technical advisors and participated h the 
investigation. A draft copy of the final report was provided to him on December 2, 
1%4 for review and comment. He did not have any comment on the report. 

Parties to the investigation were the FAA, TAESA, Learjet, Inc., 
General Electric Aircraft Engines, and the Metropolitan Washington Airports 
Authority. 

2. Public Hearing 

There was no public hearing held in cmnectim with t&s accident 
investigation. 
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APPENDIX D 

&SAW AND LLWAS 

National Transportation Safety Board 
Washington, D.C. 20594 

Safety Resommendation 

bk November 21, 1394 

In reply refer te: A-y4-I 86 mow$ - f8& 

Eonorable David R. Hinson 
Administfaor 
Federal Aviation Admiaismtion 
Washington, D.C. 20591 

The National Transporntion Safety Board's investigation of a recent accident 
involving a landing approach, in instrument meteorological conditions, at 
Washington Dulles International Airport (IAD), has revealed software discrepancies 
with rhz m i n i u m  safe altitude waming system (MSAW) and low level windshear 
alert system (LLWAS) operaring at L4D at the h e  of the accident The 
discrepancies are 'celieved to affect the accuracy of the warning systems. The 
Safety Board believes that action is required tc correct the discrepancies at LAI?, 
and may be required to correct similar discrepancies at other airports k u g h o u t  the 
country. 

The investigation found NO apparent discrcpancies in the site variables used 
i? the MSAW program at iAD. Both were identified koa the Absolute Assembly 
of M S A m  for A305-LO Ddks  (iAD) document, dated October 29, 1993. The 
%st discrepancy was found in the document on page 9, line 6.570. ' K i s  site variable 
is the deF&:tion of tkt runway 1R tkwhoid in Cartesian coordinates (distance) 
relative to the air surveillance radar antenna. The Safely Board was informed by the 
Fedem1 Aviation Administration (FAA) &at the Automated Radar Terminal System 
(HtS) II! software at iAJ3 was progmzmed for a IOD west variation, which is the 
current angular difference between true north and mzgnetic north at the Dulles 
airport However, when a 10' variation was applied to establish the coordinate 

6473 
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reference, the resultant psition for rhe runway IR threshold did not correlate to the 
actual geographic runway location. It was found thzt the radar established position 
was 700 feet to the northeast fiom the acfxal runway threshold. It was determined 
that when a 7 O  west variation was used to establish the radar cmrdinate reference 

threshold corresponded to &e actual location. The apparent 700-foot error in the 
radar position for the runway IR tfrreshoId resuIfed in a similar displacement of the 
mdar MSAN' capture box from its intended position with respect to the actual 
approach path to runway 1R. This displacement might compromise the protective 
intent ofthe MSAW system. 

(fnsk& Of &e COKeCt :go West VZ&GGil) &e COO&h?a&S fOr &e lWR%'ay 

Akhou@~ the Safety Board examined the coordinates for the runway 1R 
Lhreshdd only, the Board believes fiat similar discrepancies exist in the radar 
locations for the other runway thresholds at Dulles. 

The second discrepancy identified in the MSAW program was the defined 
rnk-hur.? descent altitllde (MDA) €or the runway 1R capture box. Document NAS-' 
MD-633, Section 3.2 states: 

fLs localizer only MDA should not be used where another 
nonprecision approach exists. Nevertheless, some locations may, 
because of particular operational characte&ics; e.g., absence of 
another r,onprecision approach to a runway, need to adapt ILS localizer 
onIy MDA. 

The lower limit for the runway 1R capture box was 267 feet above ground 
level (agl). This altitude was derived by subrracting'the 313-foot field elevation and 
a 100-foot margin frcm the localizer-only MDA of 680 feet mean sea level (msl). 
However, runway 1R has a nondirectioml beacoE (NDB) approach with an MDA of 
760 feet rnsl. Based on the information and criteria provided to the Safety Board, it 
appears that the INDB approach MDA should have been csed in establishing the 
runway IR  capture box lower limit. This would produce an alarm at 347 feet ag:, 
80 feet higher than the existing capture box. The Safery Board has not been 
provided with a written rationale, if one exists, for using the 267-foot base rathzr 
than a 347-foot base for the capture box. The offset of the MSAW capturr box 
should be conected, and it uould seem prudent to conduct a one-time campaign of 
:,I1 \..!SAW programs io ensurt: b a t  they are correctly configmcd. In additioq the 
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Ensure that aII airports equipped with the Phase TI (enhancedj LLWAS 
are using geometric conflmption files appropriate to those facilities. 
(Class IF Prioritg: Action) (A-94- 4 88) 


